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High quality

Extensive choice
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Welcome to a wide range of  
high-quality products from hansebeton.

Products bearing the label „made in Germany“  
are not unusual in today's market and enjoy  
an outstanding re pu  tation for high quality and 
inovation. hansebeton offers a range of high  
quality and innovative concrete block and flag 
paving products manufactured in Germany.
We offer a range of high quality paving products, 
with an outstanding choice of colours. The inno
vative ap proach to the marketplace has seen the 
development of hanseclean® a factoryapplied 
coating system delivering longterm stain  
resistance and a number of other significant 
benefits, including drastically reducing the pro
blems associated with chewing gum adhesion.

Welcome to a world full of ideas, quality and  
choice. Welcome to hansebetonSTEIN where pro
duct quality and service are as important to us as  
they are to you.
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Domino® Facette flag paving

Domino® Facette flags are available in standard 
40 x 40 x 4 cm size, requiring 6.25 flags per square 

metre. The flags are twolayered, chamfered, 
with no spacer lugs and modified surface  

(Other sizes and thicknesses available to order)
(Corporate logos and branding can be achieved  

using this paving) finish and comply with DIN EN 1339. 
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8er star, almarin

north star, cornelian

big star, jurawhite

Flagstones featuring stars and decorative  
diamonds and borders in almarine, conelian  
and jurawhite create a dazzling decoration. Reach 
for the stars with the new terrace flag- 
stones from the Domino® series.



porphyry, blasted (F 553) granite grey, blasted (F 583)

beryl, blasted (F 453)

diamond white, blasted (F 543)

white rosso, blasted (F 513)crystal, blasted (F 373)

garnet, blasted (F 333) almarin, blasted (F 433) orange, blasted (F 463)

The impressive and characteristic effect of  
the Domino® Facette blasted flags stems  
from the particular blend of coloured and 
hardened natural stone dust with coloured 
chippings from around the world. Individual 
Facette flags are also available ground and 
blasted. 
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yellow (H 111)

anthracite (H 116)crystal (H 115)

Hoegl traditional (H 210)

diamond white (H 110)

orange (H 112) white rosso (H 117)

Good quality will  
win recognition.  

We are convinced of this. 
This is why we developed 
the hanseclean® coating 
and production process. 
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hansebeton-STEIN paving flags, treated 
at the production stage with hanseclean® 
DoublePlus coating, will repel dirt for 
years, thanks to their sealed pores and 
special finish, they are easy to clean,  
stain and chewing gum resistant and 
their brilliant colours and gloss finish  
are sure to appeal. 

Paving flags  
with hanseclean® DoublePlus  

coating 
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Dirt-repellent

Low maintenance

Inhibits growth  
of moss and algaeBrilliant colours

Gloss finish

Kind to the  
environment and 

your wallet

Easy to clean
Long-lasting  

natural appearance

Paving and flags with  
hanseclean® DoublePlus coating.

hanseclean® DoublePlus 
coating is manufactured to 
a specific product formula 
in a designated production 
facility using a special pro
cess. The new hanseclean® 
production process is the 
result of two years develop
ment by hansebetonSTEIN. 
The Block paving and flag
paving used in the hanse
clean process are specially 

manu factured to achieve 
the highest quality and 
finish. In the first stage of 
the manufacturing process 
a protective layer is applied 
completely sealing the 
pores of the concrete sur
face. This is hardened with 
UV light and then, in an 
additional operation, a top 
layer is applied to this base 
layer. 
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It's a familiar problem, how 
do you keep your hard 
land scaping looking like it 
did on day one? We have 
the answer: stains and dirt 
from food particles and 
engine oil as well as leaves 
and surface growth such as 
moss penetrate the concre
te and spoil the appearance 
of the paving. 

This is no longer a worry 
with hansebetonSTEIN 
paving and flags incorpora
ting hanseclean® coating. 

Whether for domestic, com
mercial or industrial use, 
hanseclean® DoublePlus 
coating ensures lasting  
pleasure from attractive 
clean surfaces whatever 
your project requirements

And no need for  
subsequent im 
pregnation or  
additional treatment.

Block Paving and flags pre
treated with hanseclean® 
DoublePlus coating at the 
production stage feature 
sealed pores and a special 
dirtrepellent surface 
whose colour keeps its  
brilliance and gloss finish. 

What is more, thanks to 
hanseclean® DoublePlus 
coating, paving and flags 
require less frequent  
cleaning consuming less 
energy. A benefit to both 
the environment and your 
wallet. 

All in all, some excellent 
and convincing arguments 
for choosing the new 
hanseclean®. 

There are many good reasons for choosing hanseclean® 
Its stain and chewing gum resistance, but the most 
important is the lifelong pleasure that comes from 
hanseclean®'s quality. 
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Trento with hanseclean® coating is an impressive  
example of the qualities offered by modern block  
paving. Gently curving surfaces, irregular structures,  
carefully selected natural stone facing – Trento with  
hanseclean® coating is sure to please. 

Trento with hanseclean® DoublePlus  
coating. The perfect combination of 
design, functionality and quality. Trento 
with hanseclean® DoublePlus coating is 
manufactured in three colours and three 
sizes, enabling efficient laying. The paving 
can be laid in a variety of ways. Gentle  
curves can even be introduced effectively 
into paths and open areas. 

Trento
with hanseclean® DoublePlus coating.
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 Size paviors required 
 l x w x d (cm)  per m2    
 15,0 x 14,0 x 8,0  47,6 paviors
 22,5 x 14,0 x 8,0 31,7 paviors
28,0 x 22,5 x 8,0 16,0 paviors

Colours and  
dimensions

Twolayered, no chamfer, with spacer  
lugs and shotblasted Trento finish,
complies with DIN EN 1338.

traditional 
grey

traditional

sandwall

Paving with hanseclean® 
DoublePlus coating will instantly 
appeal for several reasons. Firstly 
its gloss finish, secondly the 
lasting brilliance of its colours. 

And perhaps most importantly: 
unattractive and troublesome 
stains and chewing gum is less 
able to damage your new surface 
and are easier to remove. 
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hansebeton-STEIN GmbH
Buchhorster Weg 210
D21481 Lauenburg/Elbe
info@hansebetonstein.de
Tel. +49 (0) 41 5359 06  6 00
Fax +49 (0) 41 5359 06  9 20
www.hansebetonstein.de

UK Distributor

Coln Industrial Estate
Old Bath Road
Colnbrook
Slough
Berkshire
SL3 0NJ
enquiries@bomax.co.uk
Tel.  08 44  8 55 21 05
Fax  08 44  8 55 21 06
www.bomax.co.uk

Concrete products from Germany. As one of northern Germany's leading  
manufacturers hansebetonSTEIN produces and sells a comprehensive range of  
high quality concrete products. Paving and flags and other construction  
products for the domestic, commercial and public sector. Many years'  
experience and a number of production plants guarantee consistently high 
quality and practical solutions.

www.hansebeton-stein.de


